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1. Introduction. The classical results on mappings (i.e. continuous

transformations) involve arcs, either as the domain space (the Hahn-

Mazurkiewicz theorem) or as the range space (Urysohn's character-

ization of normality). Not enough of whatever common structure

exists among more complicated continua (compact connected metric

spaces) has as yet been perceived to allow the formulation of many

mapping theorems of a general nature. Among the known results is

the fact that not every continuum is a continuous image of a plane

continuum [5], while every continuum is an image of some one-di-

mensional continuum [8], [ll] (and hence of a continuum in £7-

Studies of circle-like continua have also yielded interesting theorems,

[3], [13].
Even indecomposable continua, generally considered highly patho-

logical, have shown promise of having interesting mapping properties.

The example of a chainable continuum which can be mapped onto

every chainable continuum, given in [4], [9], and [12], in each

case was the pseudo-arc, which is hereditarily indecomposable. A

continuum with similar properties with respect to circularly chain-

able continua has been found, [13], and again is hereditarily inde-

composable.

In this paper, we show in §2 that there is a chainable indecomposable

continuum D which is a continuous image of every indecomposable

continuum. In §3, we study some indecomposable continuous images

of D (each of which is also, of course, an image of every indecomposa-

able continuum).

It is hoped the techniques used here will prove useful in further

studies of the mapping properties of indecomposable continua; for

example, to settle the following questions.

(1) Is the pseudo-arc a continuous image of every hereditarily in-

decomposable continuum?

(2) Is every continuum a continuous image of some (hereditarily)

indecomposable continuum?

The author is grateful for the referees' suggestions, which led to

several substantial improvements in this paper.
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2. Mapping indecomposable continua onto D.

Definitions. By a map we mean a continuous transformation. A

polyhedron is a nondegenerate finitely triangulable continuum. By an

inverse sequence {P,-,/,•} on polyhedra we mean a sequence such that

for each positive integer i, Pi is a polyhedron and /,• maps P,+i onto

Pi. We use 7r„ to denote the projection map from lim {P,-,/,-} onto P„.

If i<j,fij=fi ■ ■ -fi-x. Let /= [0, 1].
Let P = lim{p gi}, where for each i, gt(x)=2x if Ogxg^, and

gi(x) =2 —2x if %gxgl. D is homeomorphic to a standard example

of an indecomposable plane continuum, described in [l, Example 6,

p. 662]. The next theorems show that any indecomposable continuum

can be mapped onto D.

It is known that every continuum is the limit of an inverse sequence

on polyhedra [6] (the result may also be obtained from [10]).

We suppose in Theorems 1-4 that M is an indecomposable con-

tinuum which is the limit of an inverse sequence {P,-, /,■} on poly-

hedra.

Theorem 1. If 8>0, n is a positive integer, and A and B are points

of Pn, then there are a positive integer m>n and points A' and B' of Pm

such that d [A, fnm(A') ] < 5, d [A, fnm(B') ] < 5, and if a is an arc in Pm

from A' to B', then d[B,fnm(a)]<8.

Proof. Suppose not. Then there are a number e>0, a positive in-

teger n, and points A and P of Pn such that if m>n and .4' and B' are

points of Pm such that d[A, fnm(A')]<5 and d[A, fnm(B')]<8, then

there is an arc a in Pm from A' to B' such that d [B, fnm(ct) ] ^ 5. Let

X and Y denote points in different composants of M such that

d[A, Trn(X)]<5 and d[A, 7r„(F)]<5. Then there are an increasing

sequence of positive integers {«,} and a sequence of arcs {a;} such

that for each i, at is an arc in P„,. from irni(X) to irni(Y) and d[B,

/n»j(ai)] = 5. The limiting set L of the sequence irnf(ax), irnf(af), • ■ ■

of subsets of M is a subcontinuum of M that contains both X and Y,

but no point of irf1(B), contrary to the fact that M is irreducible from

X to F.

Theorem 2. If «>0, n is a positive integer, and A and B are points

of Pn, then there are (I) an integer m>n, (2) points A' and B' of Pm,

and (3) a map <p from P„ onto Pn such that

(a) d(<j>, 1) <e (where 1 denotes the identity on Pf),

(b) A=<pfnm(A')=d>fnm(B'),  and

(c) [4>fnm]~l(B) separates A' from B' in Pm.
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Proof. There exist (1) connected open sets A^ and A^, containing

A, of diameter <e, such that R'a lies in Ra, (2) similar sets Rb and

R'b lor B, and (3) a map <f> from Pn onto P„ such that

(a) Ra and Rb are mutually exclusive,

(b) d> is the identity on P„ — (Ra+Rb),

(c) 4>iR'A)=A and <f>(R'B) =B, and

(d) 4>(RA)=RA and d,(RB)=RB. Clearly d(d>, l)<e.

Let 8 denote a positive number less than d(A, Pn— R'a) and

d(B, Pn — R'B), and let w, A', and A' be as given in Theorem 1 with re-

spect to 5, n, A, and B. Since, from Theorem 1, d[A, fnm(A')] <5,

fnm(A') lies in R'A, so qbfnm(A') =A. Similarly, 4>fnm(B') =A. Now, if a

is an arc in Pm from A to B, then there is a point F of a such that

d[B,fnm(Y)]<8, and soc/>/nm(F) = £. Thus, since every arc in Pm from

.4' to B' intersects [4>fnm]~1(B), that set separates A' from A' in Pn.

Theorem 3. £/?ere are (1) aw inverse sequence {P't, g,} o« polyhedra

and (2) sequences {At} and {Bt} such that for each i,

(a) .4 j a«c/ A,- are points of Pi,

(b) Ai = gi(Ai+/)=gi(Bi+/),
(c) gf'(A,-) separates Ai+ifrom A.+i ire P<+i, owcf

(d) there is a map that throws M onto lim {A,-, gi}.

Proof. We define {PI, gi} inductively from the sequence {P,-,/,}

for M. Let Pi =Pi, and let^i and Ai denote points of P{. For each n,

let bn = 2~" and let ai = mi= 1. Let W2, ̂ 7, A2, and c/>i satisfy the con-

ditions of Theorem 4 for m, A', B', and <j>, respectively, regarding

both e and n in that theorem as 1, and A and B as Ai and 27, respec-

tively. Let gi=<bifm1m2 and P2' =?»,.

In general, given, for j>l, gy_i, ray, P/ =Pmj, Aj, and Ay, let ay de-

note a positive number such that if i<j and X and F are points of

P/, and d(A, F)<ay, then d[g,y(A), gfy(F)]<6y. Let wy+ll A]+u

Bj+i, and </>y satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 for m, A', B', and c/>,

respectively, regarding e as ay, n as Wy, 4 as Aj and A as Ay. Let

fLj = cPjfmjmj+l and Pj+x = Pmj+V

Then {P/ , g,| is an inverse sequence, and the sequences {At} and

{£,} satisfy requirements (a)-(c) of this theorem. For each i, let

fi =fmimi+1. Then lor each i, d(fi , gi) <a<. Hence if (1) 5 = lim{P/,// },

which is homeomorphic to M, and (2) £ = lim{P,', g,}, then the con-

ditions of M. Brown's Theorem 1 [2, p. 479] are satisfied, for the

sequence ja<} defined above is a Lebesgue sequence for {P/, gi}, in

Brown's terminology. (The reader should note that Brown's notation

for inverse limits differs from the author's. In particular Brown's re-
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quirement "||/i+i — gi+x\\ <a<" in the notation of this paper would be

"ll/*-gi|| <&".) Hence there is a map from 5 onto P, and so M can

be mapped onto P.

Theorem 4. M can be mapped onto D. Hence D is a chainable inde-

composable continuum which is a continuous image of every indecom-

posable continuum.

Proof. Let JP/, g,}, {At}, and {P,} denote sequences as defined

in Theorem 3 such that M can be mapped onto lim {P/, gi}. We show

that lim{P/, gi} can be mapped onto D.

For each n, let an+x and 8n+x denote two mutually separated subsets

of Pn+i such that An+X lies in an+x, Bn+X lies in 8n+x, and an+i+8n+i

= P'n+x—gfl(Bf). Let {cpi} denote a sequence of maps such that (1)

</>imapsPi onto [0, l] and <px(Ax) =0 and <px(Bx) = 1, and (2) if «=■ 1,

and AT is a point of P'n+X, then (1) <pn+x(X) =§ if X is in gnl(Bn), (2)

(pn+i(X) = %<pngn(X) if X is in an+x, and (3) <pn+x(X) = l—i4>„gn(X) if X

is in j3„+i.

By definition, <pn(An)=0 and 0n(Pn) = l if n=l; and if it is true

when n = k, then

4>k+i(Ak+x) = h<Pkgk(Ak+x) = %cbk(Ak) = 0,        and

cfo+i^jt+i) = 1 — %<bkgk(Bk+x) = 1 — %<bk(Ak) = 1.

Also for each n, (p„gn = wtcpn+i- For suppose X is a point of Pn+i. If

X is in gf\Bf), then

4>ngn(X)   =   <bn(Bn)   =   1   =   W2(\)   =   W2<bn+i(X).

If X is in an+x, then

W2<b„+l(X)   =   2[\<Pngn(X)]   =  ^ngn(X).

If X is in /3»+i, then

W2d>n+l(X)   =   2 -  2[1   - \<t>ngn(X)]   = <bngn(X).

Hence the sequence {(pi} induces a mapping from lim{P,-, gt} onto

D.

3. Some indecomposable images of D. For each n> 1, let w„ denote

the map from / onto / such that (1) if Ogign, then wn(i/n) is 0 if i is

even and 1 if i is odd, and (2) w„isl inear on the interval [i/n, (i + l)/n]

for each i (0gi<n). Let V denote the collection of all continua

homeomorphic to the limit of an inverse sequence {i, fi} where for

each i,fi = wn lor some positive integer n. The continuum D is an ele-

ment of V since D = lim{I, w2}.

In this section we show (Theorem 8) that V contains every con-
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tinuum homeomorphic to the limit of an inverse sequence {i, /,-},

where for each *, /,■ is a nonmonotone near-open map from T onto T (a

near-open map is a uniform limit of open maps), and further that each

element of V can be mapped onto every element of V (Theorem 9).

Hence each element of V is a continuous image of D, and therefore of

every indecomposable continuum.

It would be of interest to know whether D can be mapped onto

every chainable indecomposable continuum with arcwise connected

composants. Not every such continuum is an element of V since there

is one with three endpoints [7, pp. 141-142], while each element of V

has fewer than three. The dyadic solenoid is a nonchainable inde-

composable continuum with arcwise connected composants which is

not a continuous image of A [5].

The proof of the following lemma is elementary.

Lemma 1. A map f from I onto I is open if and only if there is a se-

quence 0 = ao<ai< • ■ • <a„ = l such that for each positive integer i, f

restricted to [a^i, a,] is a homeomorphism from [a,-_i, at] onto I.

We call the integer n associated with/ in the lemma the order of the

open map/. Then for each n, wn is an open map from T onto T of order

n.

Lemma 2. Suppose a is a map from I onto I and a0, ■ • ■ , an is an in-

creasing sequence of numbers in I such that a (a/) =0 if i is even and

■a (a/) = 1 if i is odd. Then there is a map j3 from I onto I such that

a = wnB. Moreover, if aa = 0, a„ = l, and for each i, a\ [a,_i, a,] is a

homeomorphism from [a,_i, a,] onto I, then 8 is a homeomorphism from

I onto I such that (3(0) = 0 and B(l) = 1.

Proof. Let b0 = 0, (7=1 and if 0<i<n, let bi = at. Let/3 denote the

function such that if 6,- = x = i<+i, then /3(x) = [i+aix)]/n if i is even,

and Bix) = [7 + 1) —a(x)]/w if i is odd. Clearly B is continuous, and

straightforward calculations show that (1) a = wnB, (2) Biaa) =0, and

(3) Bian) = 1. Hence B maps T onto T.

Definition. If/ maps T onto T, let/* = 1 —/.

Theorem 5. Suppose TT=lim{T,/,} and A = lim{T, g,}, where for

each i, f{ is an open map of order n,from I onto I, and gt- is (1) wn< if

7(0) =0, and (2) wn. if'/.(0) = 1. Then TT and K are homeomorphic.

Proof. We define a sequence {Bi} of homeomorphisms from T onto

T such that for each i, /3,-(0) =0, (3,(1) = 1, and Bifi = giBi+1. Let B, de-
note the identity on I, and suppose Bu ■ ■ - , 8k have been appropri-

ately defined. Let 0=a0<ai< ■ • • <a„k=l denote the increasing

sequence of numbers associated with the open map/* as in Lemma 1.
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Hfk(0) = 0, then this sequence satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2,

considering a as 8kfk, and there is a homeomorphism 8k+i from I onto

I such that pVi(0)=0, Bk+1(l) = l, and 8kfk = wnk8k+i = gkBk+x. li

/*(0) = 1, then this sequence satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2,

considering a as 1 ~8kfk, and there is a homeomorphism 8k+i from /

onto I such that pVi(O) = 0, |8*+i(l) = l, and 1— 8kfk = wnk8k+i- Hence

8kfk = wtfik+x=gk8k+x.

The sequence {p\| induces a homeomorphism from H onto K.

Definition. If k is a positive integer such that if lgigk, then w<

is a positive integer greater than 1 and gi is either wni or w^, and

fl = giOg2o • • ■ o gk, then let \v\ denote wni o wn2 o • ■ ■ o w„t.

Let the collection R7 consist of w2, w3, ■ • ■ , and the collection W*

consist of w2, w*, ws, w*, ■ ■ ■ .

It can be verified that wnwm — wnm, so that finite composites of ele-

ments of W are in W. Furthermore, if / maps I onto I, then if n is

even, wnf* = w„f and wn*f = w„*f*= (wnf)*, while if n is odd, wn*f* = wnf

and wn*f = wnf* = (w„f)*. It follows that if vx and v2 are in W*, then

»i»a is either \vxv2\ or |flii>2| *, so that finite composites of elements of

W* are in W*.

The next theorem roughly states that any number of maps in an in-

verse sequence involving w2, w3, • ■ • may be "flipped over" without

affecting the limit. This is not true in general, for let/(0) =0,/(|) = 1,

/(I) = 2. and / be linear on [0, §] and on [§, 1 ]. Then lim {I, /} is a

sin(l/x)-continuum, while lim{I,/*} is indecomposable.

Theorem 6. //, for each i, w,- is a positive integer and gi is either wni or

w*., then limjl, gi} and lim{/, |g,-| } =lim{/, wni} are homeomorphic.

Before proving Theorem 6, we prove a lemma.

Lemma 3. If for each i, n-i is an even positive integer, then H =

limjp w*;}  and P = lim{/, wni} are homeomorphic.

Proof. For each i, let p\ denote the map from I onto I such that

p\(x) = l— x. Then, since «,■ is even, 8iW*i = wni = Wni8i+x. Hence the

sequence {p\-} induces a homeomorphism from H onto K.

Proof of Theorem 6. We first suppose that for each i, ki is an even

positive integer, and that {_;',■} is an infinite increasing sequence of

positive integers such that gjt = Wki. Then for each i, let Vi = gji+X,ji+X.

Since ki is even, wkivt = wki\ v,• | so that lim{/, wkiv(} is homeomorphic

to limjp TO*i|w,-| }. But the former is homeomorphic to limji, g,},

while the latter is homeomoporhic to lim {I, \gi\ }. Under this supposi-

tion, then, the theorem is true.

We now suppose that for each i, ki is an even positive integer, and

that {jt} is an infinite increasing sequence of positive integers such
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that gji=w*i. Again for each i, let »< = gy,+i,/i+1. But w*Vi= iwki\v{\ )*,

and Wfcji>,| is an element of W of even order. Hence by Lemma 3,

lim{T, w^t Vi} is homeomorphic to lim{T, to^I^I }. But the former

is homeomorphic to lim{T, g,}  and the latter to lim{T,  |g,| }.

The only case left is that in which all but finitely many of the in-

tegers {w»} are odd, and since for each n, lim {T, g,-} and lim {T, gi+n}

are homeomorphic, we assume that all the integers {w,} are odd.

Let {Bi} denote a sequence of maps from T onto T such that (1) /Si is

the identity on I, and (2) Bj+1 = Bj if gj = wnj and Bj+l = B* if gj = w*..

Then Bjgj = wnjBj+i, and {B{} induces a homeomorphism from

lim{I,gi} onto lim{i, |g,-| }.

Theorem 7. T/, for each i, fi is an open map from I onto I of order

»i>l, then lim{T,/,•} and lim{T, wn,} are homeomorphic.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorems 5 and 6.

Theorem 8. If, for each i,fi is a nonmonotone near-open map from I

onto I, then lim {T, /,} is an element of V.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 7 and Brown's approximation

theorem [2, Theorem 3, p. 48l], since each nonmonotone near-open

map is the uniform limit of open maps of order > 1.

Theorem 9. If M and N are elements of V, then there is a map from

M onto N.

Proof. M is the limit of an inverse sequence {T,/,} where for each

i,fi is in W. There is a similar sequence {T, g,} for N. For each i, let

h denote the order of g,-. Let {n,} denote an increasing sequence of

positive integers such that for each i, the order of/„,„,+1 is greater than

U, and for each i, let// =fnini+1- Then lim}T,// } is homeomorphic to

M. There is a sequence {/3t-} of maps from I onto T such that /7 is the

identity on T and for each n, BHff =gnBn+i; for if Bn is defined, it is

easily seen that there is an increasing sequence ao, • ■ • , a;„ of num-

bers in T such that B„fn' (a,) is 0 if i is even, and 1 if i is odd, and so

Lemma 2 gives a map Bn+i such that Bnf/ =gnBn+i. The sequence

{Bi} induces a map from lim{T,// } onto N. So Mean be mapped on-

to N.

Corollary. Each element of V is an indecomposable chainable con-

tinuum which is a continuous image of every indecomposable continuum.

The referee has suggested that it would be of interest to know

whether V contains three topologically different continua. There are

two, since lim {T, w2} has only one endpoint and lim {I, w3} has two.
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